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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a data trans-
mission method, an apparatus, and a system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With development of communications technologies, an increasing quantity of terminals need to access a wireless
network, and it is difficult for the network to allocate a fixed resource to each terminal for data transmission. Therefore,
the terminals share some resources for data transmission. For example, the terminals transmit data by using a non-
contention based uplink transmission solution. The non-contention based transmission solution is also referred to as a
scheduling-based uplink transmission solution or an uplink scheduled transmission solution, and indicates that a terminal
transmits data after obtaining a dedicated resource allocated by a base station. However, in such a scheme, a large
amount of signaling interaction is required, overheads are relatively high, and transmission efficiency is relatively low.
Against this background, a contention-based uplink transmission solution is proposed. The contention-based uplink
transmission solution is also referred to as a non-scheduling based uplink transmission solution or an uplink non-sched-
uled transmission solution, and indicates that a terminal needs to contend with another terminal for an available resource
for data transmission, instead of using a dedicated resource for data transmission.
[0003] However, in the uplink non-scheduled transmission solution, a same resource may be used by a plurality of
terminals. This leads to a problem of resource collision.
[0004] US 2011/0243080 relates to methods of contention-based transmission. US 2011/0321050 relates to method
and apparatus for providing shared scheduling request resources.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present disclosure provides a solution to mitigate a problem of resource collision that occurs when an
uplink non-scheduled transmission solution is used.
[0006] Various aspects of the present disclosure have been defined in the independent claims. Further technical
features of each of these aspects have been defined in the respective dependent claims.
[0007] Based on an aspect of the present disclosure, the terminals in the cell managed by the base station are grouped,
totally or partially different resources are allocated to different groups, and terminals in a same group contend for a
resource allocated to the group. This mitigates a problem of resource collision that occurs when an uplink non-scheduled
transmission solution is used, thereby reducing a probability of resource collision during uplink non-scheduled transmis-
sion. Further, this mitigates a problem that a transmission delay and power consumption of the terminal increase due
to resource collision.
[0008] Some or all of the manner parameter, the grouping parameter, and the resource parameter may be obtained
by the terminal in a pre-specified manner, or may be sent by the base station to the terminal. When the pre-specified
manner is used, the solution in this aspect of the present disclosure helps reduce an amount of data sent by the base
station. When the parameters are sent by the base station, grouping control and resource allocation for the terminal are
more flexible in the solution in this aspect of the present disclosure.
[0009] Compared with a solution in the prior art, in the solutions in the aspects of the present disclosure, the terminals
in the cell managed by the base station are grouped, totally or partially different resources are allocated to different
groups, and terminals in a same group contend for resources allocated to the group. This mitigates a problem of resource
collision that occurs when an uplink non-scheduled transmission solution is used, thereby achieving a technical effect
of reducing a probability of resource collision during uplink non-scheduled transmission. Further, the solutions in the
aspects of the present disclosure mitigate a problem that a transmission delay and power consumption of the terminal
increase due to resource collision.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0010] To describe the technical solutions in the aspects of the present disclosure more clearly, the following briefly
describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the aspects. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in
the following description show merely some aspects of the present disclosure, and a person of ordinary skill in the art
may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an application scenario according to an aspect of the present disclosure;
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FIG. 2 is a schematic communication diagram of a data transmission method according to an aspect of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 3A is a schematic communication diagram of another data transmission method according to an aspect of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of a beam-based grouping manner;
FIG. 3C is a schematic diagram of another beam-based grouping manner;
FIG. 3D is a schematic diagram of a manner that combines a path-loss-based grouping manner and a beam-based
grouping manner;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of another data transmission method according to an aspect of the present disclosure;
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a base station according to an aspect of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a terminal according to an aspect of the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF ASPECTS

[0011] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the aspects of the present disclosure clearer,
the following describes the technical solutions of the aspects of the present disclosure with reference to the accompanying
drawings in the aspects of the present disclosure.
[0012] A network architecture and a service scenario described in the aspects of the present disclosure are intended
to more clearly describe the technical solutions in the aspects of the present disclosure, but are not intended to limit the
technical solutions provided in the aspects of the present disclosure. A person of ordinary skill in the art may know that
as the network architecture evolves and a new service scenario emerges, the technical solutions provided in the aspects
of the present disclosure are also applicable to a similar technical issue.
[0013] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a possible application scenario according to an aspect of the present disclosure.
The application scenario includes a base station 110 and at least one terminal.
[0014] As shown in FIG. 1, there are usually a plurality of terminals, and the plurality of terminals are located in a cell
managed by the base station 110. In this aspect of the present disclosure, a target terminal may be any terminal in the
cell managed by the base station 110. For example, as shown in FIG. 1, the target terminal is denoted by a numeral
120, and other terminals different from the target terminal 120 in the cell managed by the base station 110 are all denoted
by a numeral 130. In this aspect of the present disclosure, an interaction process only between the base station 110
and the target terminal 120 is used as an example for description. For interaction processes between the base station
110 and the other terminals 130, refer to the interaction process between the base station 110 and the target terminal 120.
[0015] The base station 110 and a terminal (such as the terminal 120 or the terminal 130) communicate with each
other by using an air interface technology, for example, may communicate with each other by using a cellular technology.
The technical solutions described in the aspects of the present disclosure may be applicable to a Long Term Evolution
(Long Term Evolution, LTE) system, or other wireless communications systems that use various wireless access tech-
nologies, for example, systems that use wireless access technologies such as Code Division Multiple Access (Code
Division Multiple Access, CDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (Frequency Division Multiple Access, FDMA),
Time Division Multiple Access (Time Division Multiple Access, TDMA), orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access, OFDMA), and single carrier frequency division multiple access (Single
Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access, SC-FDMA). In addition, the technical solutions may also be applicable to
a subsequent evolved system of the LTE system, for example, a 5th Generation (5th Generation, 5G) system. For clarity,
only the LTE system is used as an example herein for description. In the LTE system, an evolved universal terrestrial
radio access network (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network, E-UTRAN) is used as a radio access network,
and an evolved packet core (Evolved Packet Core, EPC) is used as a core network.
[0016] In the aspects of the present disclosure, terms "network" and "system" are often interchangeably used, but
meanings of the terms can be understood by a person skilled in the art. The terminal in the aspects of the present
disclosure may include various handheld devices with a wireless communication function, in-vehicle devices, wearable
devices, computing devices, or other processing devices connected to a wireless modem, and various forms of user
equipments (User Equipment, UE), mobile stations (Mobile station, MS), terminal devices (terminal device), and the like.
For ease of description, the devices mentioned above are collectively referred to as a terminal. An access network device
in the aspects of the present disclosure may be a base station (Base Station, BS), and the base station is an apparatus
that is deployed in a radio access network and that is configured to provide a wireless communication function for a
terminal. The base station may include various forms of macro base stations, micro base stations, relay stations, access
points, and the like. A device with a base station function may have different names in systems that use different wireless
access technologies. For example, such a device is referred to as an evolved NodeB (evolved NodeB, eNB or eNodeB)
in an LTE system, is referred to as a NodeB (NodeB) in a 3G communications system, and the like. For ease of description,
in the aspects of the present disclosure, the above-mentioned apparatuses that provide a wireless communication
function for a terminal are collectively referred to as a base station or a BS.
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[0017] In an existing uplink non-scheduled transmission solution, a same resource may be used by a plurality of
terminals. This leads to a problem of resource collision. Resource collision means that, during uplink transmission, a
plurality of terminals use resources that are totally or partially the same, and as a result, a base station possibly cannot
correctly obtain uplink data transmitted by some or all of the plurality of terminals. For example, when the plurality of
terminals use a same time-frequency resource during uplink transmission, the base station usually considers that only
one terminal uses the time-frequency resource to transmit uplink data, and uplink data transmitted by another terminal
is an interference signal in this case. Consequently, a signal-to-noise ratio of the terminal is very low, and the base
station cannot correctly obtain uplink data transmitted by each terminal. In addition, once a resource collision problem
occurs, a terminal that has not successfully sent data retransmits the data, increasing a transmission delay and power
consumption of the terminal.
[0018] Therefore, the aspects of the present disclosure provide a data transmission method, and a base station, a
terminal, and a system that are based on the method. It should be noted that in the aspects of the present disclosure,
a non-scheduled transmission solution is used for uplink transmission, and no limitation is imposed on a transmission
solution used for downlink transmission. A core idea of the technical solutions provided in the aspects of the present
disclosure is that, during uplink non-scheduled transmission, a quantity of terminals contending for a same resource is
reduced to mitigate a problem of resource collision. For example, in the solutions in the aspects of the present disclosure,
terminals in a cell managed by a base station are grouped, totally or partially different resources are allocated to different
groups, and terminals in a same group contend for a resource allocated to the group. In this way, a probability of resource
collision during uplink non-scheduled transmission is reduced.
[0019] The resource in the aspects of the present disclosure may be a time-frequency resource, a spreading code, a
scrambling code, a timeslot, a codebook in non-orthogonal transmission, a parameter or setting in multi-user multiple
input multiple output (Multi-User Multiple Input Multiple Output, MU-MIMO), or the like. For example, the non-orthogonal
transmission may be sparse code multiple access (Sparse Code Multiple Access, SCMA) or resource spread multiple
access (Resource Spread Multiple Access, RSMA). For another example, the parameter or setting in the MU-MIMO
may include a pilot value, a pilot cyclic shift, a case of whether an orthogonal cover code (Orthogonal Cover Code, OCC)
is used, an OCC setting when the OCC is used, or a time-frequency resource, a code resource, a timeslot resource, or
a codebook resource used by a pilot. In the aspects of the present disclosure, a resource allocated to each group may
be any of the foregoing resources, or may be a combination of at least two resources.
[0020] The following further describes the aspects of the present disclosure in detail based on common aspects of
the aspects of the present disclosure.
[0021] FIG. 2 is a schematic communication diagram of a data transmission method according to an aspect of the
present disclosure. The method may be applied to the application scenario shown in FIG. 1. The method may include
the following parts.
[0022] In a part 201, a base station sends a grouping instruction to a target terminal. For example, the base station
broadcasts the grouping instruction in a cell in which the target terminal is located.
[0023] The grouping instruction is used to group, in a preset grouping manner, terminals in a cell in which the target
terminal is located into N groups, where totally or partially different resources are allocated to terminals in different groups
of the N groups, a resource corresponding to an ith group of the N groups is used by a terminal in the ith group in uplink
non-scheduled transmission, N is an integer greater than 1, and i is a positive integer less than or equal to N.
[0024] The target terminal may be any terminal in a cell managed by the base station, such as the terminal 120 in the
application scenario shown in FIG. 1.
[0025] In an example, the preset grouping manner includes at least one of the following: a random grouping manner,
a path-loss-based grouping manner, or a beam-based grouping manner.
[0026] In another example, before sending the grouping instruction to the target terminal, the base station may further
determine that the terminals in the cell in which the target terminal is located need to be grouped.
[0027] In still another example, the base station may further send, to the target terminal, at least one of the following:
a manner parameter, a grouping parameter, or a resource parameter, where the manner parameter is used to indicate
the preset grouping manner, the resource parameter is used to indicate a resource corresponding to each of the N
groups, and the grouping parameter includes at least one of the following cases: when the preset grouping manner
includes the random grouping manner, the grouping parameter includes one or both of the following: a total quantity N
of the groups or an index of each of the N groups; when the preset grouping manner includes the path-loss-based
grouping manner, the grouping parameter includes one or both of the following: a signal quality measurement manner,
or a signal quality range corresponding to each of the N groups; and when the preset grouping manner includes the
beam-based grouping manner, the grouping parameter includes one or both of the following: a correspondence between
each of the N groups and a discovery signal transmitted on a beam, or an index of a beam in use.
[0028] In a part 202, the target terminal determines, based on the preset grouping manner, a target group to which
the target terminal belongs.
[0029] In an example, the preset grouping manner includes the random grouping manner. For example, in this manner,
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the target terminal may randomly select a group from the N groups, as the target group.
[0030] In another example, the preset grouping manner includes the path-loss-based grouping manner. In this manner,
the base station may send a downlink signal to the target terminal. Correspondingly, after receiving the downlink signal
sent by the base station, the terminal may determine a signal quality range to which signal quality of the downlink signal
belongs, and determine a group corresponding to the signal quality range, as the target group. For example, the terminal
may determine, based on a correspondence between a signal quality range and a group, the group corresponding to
the signal quality range, as the target group. The correspondence may include at least two correspondences between
signal quality ranges and groups. Further, before determining the signal quality range to which the signal quality of the
downlink signal belongs, the terminal may further obtain the signal quality of the downlink signal.
[0031] In another example, the preset grouping manner includes the beam-based grouping manner. For example, in
this manner, the base station may transmit at least one beam in the cell in which the target terminal is located, where
the at least one beam is used to transmit a discovery signal. Correspondingly, the terminal may determine, based on a
reception status of the discovery signal, the target group to which the target terminal belongs.
[0032] In a part 203, the target terminal determines a target resource from a resource corresponding to the target group.
[0033] In a part 204, the target terminal sends data to the base station by using the target resource.
[0034] Correspondingly, the base station receives the data that is sent by the target terminal by using the target resource.
[0035] In an example, the base station may further obtain at least one of the following information: an uplink traffic
volume of the cell, a resource usage status of the cell, an uplink traffic volume corresponding to the ith group, a usage
status of the resource corresponding to the ith group, log information reported by the terminal in the ith group, or a quantity
of terminals in the ith group; and based on at least one of the information, the base station may adjust the N groups or
cancel grouping of the N groups.
[0036] In the solution provided in this aspect of the present disclosure, the terminals in the cell managed by the base
station are grouped, totally or partially different resources are allocated to different groups, and terminals in a same
group contend for resources allocated to the group. This mitigates a problem of resource collision that occurs when an
uplink non-scheduled transmission solution is used, thereby achieving a technical effect of reducing a probability of
resource collision during uplink non-scheduled transmission. Further, this mitigates a problem that a transmission delay
and power consumption of the terminal increase due to resource collision.
[0037] FIG. 3A is a schematic communication diagram of another data transmission method according to an aspect
of the present disclosure. In the method shown in FIG. 3, for content that is the same as or similar to that in the method
shown in FIG. 2, reference may be made to detailed descriptions in FIG. 2. Details are not described herein again. In
FIG. 3A, an example in which a target terminal is a terminal 120 is used for description. The method may include the
following parts.
[0038] In a part 301, a base station sends a grouping instruction to the terminal 120. In the part 301, for content that
is the same as or similar to the part 201 in FIG. 2, reference may be made to detailed descriptions of the part 201.
[0039] In an example, the base station may broadcast the grouping instruction to terminals in a cell. In the application
scenario shown in FIG. 1, the base station 110 may broadcast the grouping instruction to the terminal 120 and the other
terminals 130. For example, the grouping instruction may be an on/off setting value, and the on/off setting value is "on".
When the on/off setting value is "on", it indicates that the terminals in the cell need to be grouped. When the on/off setting
value is "off", it indicates that the terminals in the cell do not need to be grouped.
[0040] In another example, when the preset grouping manner includes one or both of a path-loss-based grouping
manner or a beam-based grouping manner, the base station may further perform the following operations.
[0041] For example, when the preset grouping manner includes the path-loss-based grouping manner, the base station
may further send a downlink signal to the terminal 120, so that the terminal 120 determines, based on signal quality of
the received downlink signal, a target group to which the terminal 120 belongs. In a possible implementation, the base
station broadcasts the downlink signal to the terminals in the cell, so that the terminals in the cell determine, based on
signal quality of the received downlink signal, groups to which the terminals respectively belong. For example, in the
application scenario shown in FIG. 1, the base station 110 may broadcast the downlink signal to the terminal 120 and
the other terminals 130. The downlink signal may be an existing signal that is pre-specified in a communications system.
For example, the base station may send a synchronization signal to the terminal, and the terminal determines, based
on the synchronization signal, the base station that serves the terminal. In this aspect of the present disclosure, the
terminal may further determine, based on signal quality of the synchronization signal, the group to which the terminal
belongs. Alternatively, the downlink signal may be a pilot signal (also referred to as a reference signal) that is specially
used for signal quality measurement by the terminal in the communications system, and the terminal may determine,
based on signal quality of the pilot signal, the group to which the terminal belongs. Alternatively, the downlink signal
may be a newly added signal in the communications system, for example, a pilot signal that is redesigned to be used
by the terminal to measure signal quality.
[0042] For another example, when the preset grouping manner includes the beam-based grouping manner, the base
station may further transmit at least one beam in the cell in which the terminal 120 is located. The at least one beam is
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used to transmit a discovery signal, so that the terminal 120 determines, based on a reception status of the discovery
signal, the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs. Different beams may be used to transmit a same discovery
signal or different discovery signals. When the base station has a plurality of antennas, the base station may transmit
different beams by using the plurality of antennas. When the base station needs to transmit a plurality of beams, the
plurality of beams may be transmitted in a polling manner. To be specific, a first beam is transmitted first, and after a
period of time, transmission of the first beam is stopped and a second beam is transmitted. The rest may be deduced
by analogy. In other words, the plurality of beams are sequentially transmitted one by one in a polling period. Alternatively,
the plurality of beams may be transmitted simultaneously.
[0043] In still another example, before sending the grouping instruction to the terminal 120, the base station may
further determine whether the terminals in the cell need to be grouped. After determining that the terminals in the cell
need to be grouped, the base station sends the grouping instruction to the terminal 120. In a possible implementation,
the base station may determine, in the following manners, whether the terminals in the cell need to be grouped: The
base station obtains a related index corresponding to the cell, and if the related index is greater than a preset threshold,
the base station determines that the terminals in the cell need to be grouped. The related index corresponding to the
cell is used to indicate a resource sufficiency status of the cell. The related index corresponding to the cell may include
one or both of the following: an uplink traffic volume of the cell or a resource usage status of the cell. The uplink traffic
volume of the cell indicates a traffic volume of uplink non-scheduled transmission in the cell. In this aspect of the present
disclosure, a manner of indicating the uplink traffic volume is not limited. For example, the uplink traffic volume of the
cell may be indicated by a quantity of data packets that are sent by the terminals in the cell and that are received by the
base station per unit time. For another example, the resource usage status of the cell may be indicated by a resource
utilization of the cell, where the resource utilization of the cell is a utilization of a resource used by the terminals in the
cell in uplink non-scheduled transmission.
[0044] In the foregoing manner, the base station verifies, based on the uplink traffic volume of the cell and/or the
resource usage status of the cell, whether the terminals in the cell need to be grouped, so that grouping triggering timing
better meets a requirement and is more accurate, thereby more effectively reducing a probability of resource collision.
Certainly, in another possible implementation, the base station may alternatively verify, based on another condition,
whether the terminals in the cell need to be grouped. This is not limited in this aspect. For example, a service busy period
and a service idle period are preset. When the busy period is reached, the base station sends the grouping instruction
to the terminal 120.
[0045] In still another example, at least one of the manner parameter, the grouping parameter, or the resource parameter
may be pre-specified between the base station and the terminal. Alternatively, the base station may send, to the terminal,
at least one of the manner parameter, the grouping manner, or the resource parameter. In other words, any one or more
of the manner parameter, the grouping manner, or the resource parameter may be pre-specified, or may be sent by the
base station. A manner of obtaining the three types of parameters by the terminal is not limited, and manners of obtaining
different parameters of the three types of parameters by the terminal may be different.
[0046] In a possible implementation, the manner parameter may include one or more parameters. For example, a
parameter A indicates a random grouping manner, a parameter B indicates the path-loss-based grouping manner, and
a parameter C indicates the beam-based grouping manner. When the preset grouping manner includes the random
grouping manner, the manner parameter may include the parameter A; and when the preset grouping manner includes
one or both of the path-loss-based grouping manner and the beam-based grouping manner, the manner parameter may
include the parameter B and/or the parameter C.
[0047] In another possible implementation, the grouping parameter includes at least one of the following cases.

Case 1: When the preset grouping manner includes the random grouping manner, the grouping parameter includes
one or both of the following: a total quantity N of the groups or an index of each of the N groups. For example, the
total quantity of the groups is 4, and indexes of the four groups are a group 1, a group 2, a group 3, and a group 4,
respectively.
Case 2: When the preset grouping manner includes the path-loss-based grouping manner, the grouping parameter
includes one or both of the following: a signal quality measurement manner, or a signal quality range corresponding
to each of the N groups. The signal quality measurement manner is used to indicate which parameter is used by
the terminal 120 to measure signal quality of the downlink signal, for example, may be a signal reception power on
full bandwidth, a signal reception power of a special channel, and a signal reception power on a particular time-
frequency resource. The signal quality range corresponding to each of the N groups may include a total quantity of
ranges and a start point and an end point of each range. For example, the signal quality of the downlink signal is
measured by using a signal reception power of the downlink signal, and the start and end points of each range are
set to -110 dBm, -90 dBm, -70 dBm, and -50 dBm. The signal reception power is divided into five ranges: (1) less
than -110 dBm; (2) greater than or equal to -110 dBm and less than -90 dBm; (3) greater than or equal to -90 dBm
and less than -70 dBm; (4) greater than or equal to -70 dBm and less than -50 dBm; (5) greater than or equal to -50 dBm.
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Case 3: When the preset grouping manner includes the beam-based grouping manner, the grouping parameter
includes one or both of the following: a correspondence between each of the N groups and a discovery signal
transmitted on a beam, or an index of the beam in use. For example, 10 beams and discovery signals correspondingly
transmitted on the 10 beams are pre-specified. However, in an actual operation process, the base station only uses
five of the 10 beams, and the base station may notify the terminal 120 of indexes of the five beams in use. In the
foregoing manner, the terminal 120 may reduce a search range from 10 beams to five beams, so as to reduce
complexity of searching for a beam by the terminal 120.

[0048] In this example, some or all of the manner parameter, the grouping parameter, and the resource parameter
may be obtained by the terminal in a pre-specified manner, or may be sent by the base station to the terminal. If the
pre-specified manner is used, an amount of data sent by the base station may be reduced. If the parameters are sent
by the base station, grouping control and resource allocation are more flexible. In addition, when the parameters are
sent by the base station, the parameters may be sent to the terminal together with the grouping instruction (such as the
on/off setting value), or may be sent to the terminal separately from the grouping instruction, or different parameters
may be sent separately for a plurality of times. In this aspect of the present disclosure, a quantity of times and a sequence
of sending the parameters are not limited.
[0049] In a part 302, after receiving the grouping instruction sent by the base station, the terminal 120 determines,
based on the preset grouping manner, the target group to which the target terminal 120 belongs. In the part 302, for
content that is the same as or similar to the part 202 shown in FIG. 2, reference may be made to detailed descriptions
of the part 202.
[0050] In an example, when the preset grouping manner is the random grouping manner, the terminal 120 may
randomly select a group from the N groups, as the target group. For example, the total quantity N of the groups is pre-
specified as 4, or the base station indicates, to the terminal 120 by using the grouping parameter, that the total quantity
of the groups is 4. Then the terminal 120 randomly selects a group from the four groups, as the target group to which
the terminal 120 belongs. The random grouping manner is relatively simple in implementation, and can ensure a relatively
balanced quantity of terminals in each group.
[0051] In another example, when the preset grouping manner includes the path-loss-based grouping manner, the
terminal 120 receives the downlink signal sent by the base station, obtains the signal quality of the downlink signal,
determines a signal quality range to which the signal quality belongs, and determines, based on a preset correspondence,
a group corresponding to the signal quality range, as the target group. The preset correspondence includes at least two
correspondences between signal quality ranges and groups. The preset correspondence may be pre-specified, or may
be indicated by the base station to the terminal by using the grouping parameter. For example, the terminal 120 learns
that the signal reception power of the downlink signal is -80 dBm, and division of signal quality ranges is described as
an example in the part 301. In this case, a signal quality range to which -80 dBm belongs is the range "greater than or
equal to -90 dBm and less than -70 dBm". Assuming that the range is corresponding to a group 3, the terminal 120 uses
the group 3 as the target group. In the path-loss-based grouping manner, a quantity of groups may be controlled by
controlling a quantity of signal quality ranges, and a terminal in each group may be controlled by controlling a start point
and an end point of a signal quality range. When the terminals are grouped in this manner, a group to which a terminal
belongs is related to a geographical location of the terminal.
[0052] In another example, when the preset grouping manner includes the beam-based grouping manner, the terminal
120 determines, based on a reception status of the discovery signal, the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs.
If the terminal 120 receives the discovery signal transmitted by the base station by using the beam, the terminal 120
determines, based on the discovery signal and according to a preset grouping rule, the target group to which the terminal
120 belongs. If the terminal 120 does not receive the discovery signal, the terminal 120 determines, according to a preset
grouping rule, the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs. The base station is configured to transmit at least one
beam to the cell managed by the base station, and different beams are used to transmit a same discovery signal or
different discovery signals. The preset grouping rule specifies a correspondence between a reception status of a discovery
signal and a group. For example, the base station transmits two beams to the cell, where one beam is used to transmit
a discovery signal A, and the other beam is used to transmit a discovery signal B. In this case, the preset grouping rule
may specify that: If a terminal in the cell receives neither the discovery signal A nor the discovery signal B, the terminal
belongs to a group 1; if a terminal in the cell receives the discovery signal A but does not receive the discovery signal
B, the terminal belongs to a group 2; and if a terminal in the cell receives the discovery signal B but does not receive
the discovery signal A, the terminal belongs to a group 3.
[0053] The path-loss-based grouping manner and the beam-based grouping manner can implement targeted control
over a terminal or some terminals entering a target group, and implement more controllable and flexible grouping.
[0054] As shown in FIG. 3B, FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of dividing a cell into several areas in the beam-based
grouping manner. In FIG. 3B, a base station transmits three beams to the cell. Each beam includes two main lobes, and
the three beams divide the cell into four areas A, B, C, and D. If a terminal receives a discovery signal transmitted on a
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beam, it indicates that the terminal is located in an area covered by the beam. If the terminal receives no discovery
signal, it indicates that the terminal is located in an area beyond coverage of the beam, that is, the area D in FIG. 3B.
Terminals located in different areas are grouped into different groups. As shown in FIG. 3B, the three beams group
terminals in the cell into four groups. For example, a group 1 includes a terminal in the area A, a group 2 includes a
terminal in the area B, a group 3 includes a terminal in the area C, and a group 4 includes a terminal in the area D. In
addition, when the base station transmits a plurality of beams in a polling manner, if a terminal does not receive, in a
polling period, any discovery signal transmitted by the base station by using a beam, the terminal determines that the
terminal is located in an area beyond coverage of the beam. The polling period may be pre-specified, or may be indicated
by the base station to the terminal.
[0055] It should be noted that there may be a case in which a plurality of beams, for example, the three beams shown
in FIG. 3B, are used to transmit a same discovery signal. A possible cause of the foregoing case may be that the base
station purposely controls, according to a stipulation pre-specified in a protocol, a plurality of beams to be used to transmit
a same discovery signal, so that terminals in an area covered by the plurality of beams belong to a same group. When
necessary, the base station may also purposely control the plurality of beams to be used to transmit different discovery
signals, to adjust terminal grouping. Another possible cause of the foregoing case is that a beam-forming mechanism
determines that a same discovery signal is transmitted on a plurality of beams. In this case, the discovery signal transmitted
on the beams is determined by the beam-forming mechanism, and cannot be adaptively changed by the base station.
[0056] It should be further noted that for any discovery signal, when determining whether the terminal receives the
discovery signal, the terminal may consider signal quality of the discovery signal. Specifically, after detecting a discovery
signal, the terminal obtains signal quality of the discovery signal. If the signal quality of the discovery signal is greater
than a preset threshold, the terminal determines that the discovery signal is received. Otherwise, if the signal quality of
the discovery signal is less than a preset threshold, the terminals determines that the discovery signal is not received.
[0057] Optionally, areas covered by different beams may overlap each other. As shown in FIG. 3C, FIG. 3C is a
schematic diagram of dividing a cell into several areas in the beam-based grouping manner. In FIG. 3C, a base station
transmits two beams to a cell, where an area covered by one beam is A, an area covered by the other beam is B, and
there is an overlapped area C. In a possible implementation, an overlapped area of areas covered by a plurality of beams
is included in an area covered by one of the plurality of beams. For example, the overlapped area C is included in the
area A. The two beams shown in FIG. 3C divide the cell into three areas: the area A, an area different from the area C
in the area B, and an area D. Correspondingly, the two beams group terminals in the cell into three groups. In another
possible implementation, an overlapped area of areas covered by a plurality of beams serves as an independent area.
For example, the overlapped area C serves as an independent area. In this case, the two beams shown in FIG. 3C
divide the cell into four areas: an area different from the area C in the area A, an area different from the area C in the
area B, the area C, and an area D. Correspondingly, the two beams group terminals in the cell into four groups.
[0058] In addition, during grouping of the terminals in the cell, one grouping manner or a combination of a plurality of
grouping manners may be used. When a combination of the path-loss-based grouping manner and one or more other
grouping manners is used, in the foregoing preset correspondence, each signal quality range is corresponding to one
or more groups. When a combination of the beam-based grouping manner and one or more other grouping manners is
used, in the foregoing preset grouping rule, a reception status of each discovery signal is corresponding to one or more
groups.
[0059] In an example, a combination of the path-loss-based grouping manner and the beam-based grouping manner
is used. For example, after determining the signal quality range to which the signal quality of the downlink signal belongs,
the terminal 120 may obtain, based on the preset correspondence, one or more groups corresponding to the signal
quality range. In addition, the terminal 120 determines, based on the reception status of the discovery signal and according
to the preset grouping rule, one or more groups corresponding to the reception status of the discovery signal. The
terminal 120 uses a public group of the one or more groups corresponding to the signal quality range and the one or
more groups corresponding to the reception status of the discovery signal, as the target group to which the terminal 120
belongs. As shown in FIG. 3D, FIG. 3D is a schematic diagram of dividing a cell into several areas by using a combination
of the path-loss-based grouping manner and the beam-based grouping manner. In the figure, a combination of a letter
and a numeral is used to indicate an area, and each area is corresponding to one group.
[0060] In another example, a combination of the random grouping manner and the path-loss-based grouping manner
is used. For example, after determining the signal quality range to which the signal quality of the downlink signal belongs,
the terminal 120 obtains, based on the preset correspondence, one or more groups corresponding to the signal quality
range, and the terminal 120 randomly selects, from the one or more groups corresponding to the signal quality range,
one group as the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs.
[0061] In still another example, a combination of the random grouping manner and the beam-based grouping manner
is used. For example, the terminal 120 may determine, based on the reception status of the discovery signal and according
to the preset grouping rule, one or more groups corresponding to the reception status of the discovery signal, and the
terminal 120 randomly selects, from the one or more groups corresponding to the reception status of the discovery
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signal, one group as the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs.
[0062] In still another example, a combination of the random grouping manner, the path-loss-based grouping manner,
and the beam-based grouping manner is used. For example, the terminal 120 may obtain a public group (each public
group includes one or more groups) by using the manner described in the foregoing first example, and then randomly
select, from the public group, one group as the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs.
[0063] The cell may be divided into more areas by using a combination of a plurality of grouping manners, so as to
implement more refined and diversified grouping of the terminals in the cell.
[0064] In a part 303, the terminal 120 determines a target resource from a resource corresponding to the target group.
[0065] Totally or partially different resources are allocated to terminals in different groups of the N groups. A resource
corresponding to each of the N groups may be pre-specified, or may be indicated by the base station to the terminal by
using a resource parameter.
[0066] In an example, a resource includes two items: a time-frequency resource and a pilot cyclic shift. It is assumed
that one subframe or one frame includes a total of four time-frequency resources: A1, A2, A3, and A4. Each time-
frequency resource includes several symbols (for example, single carrier frequency division multiple access (Single
Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access, SC-FDMA) symbols and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (Or-
thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM) symbols) and subcarriers. In addition, it is assumed that there are a
total of four pilot cyclic shifts: B1, B2, B3, and B4. For example, the foregoing resources (namely, combinations of time-
frequency resources and pilot cyclic shifts) are grouped into four groups, and resources of each group are shown in
Table-1 below.

[0067] For example, when the terminal 120 determines that the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs is a
group 1, the terminal 120 selects one resource combination from the four resource combinations (1) A1+B1, (2) A3+B1,
(3) A1+B2, and (4) A3+B2, as the target resource.
[0068] The base station can parse out signals of two terminals by using an MU-MIMO technology, provided that
combinations of time-frequency resources and pilot cyclic shifts used by the two terminals are not completely the same,
to be specific, both the time-frequency resources and the pilot cyclic shifts are not the same, the time-frequency resources
are the same but the pilot cyclic shifts are different, or the pilot cyclic shifts are the same but the time-frequency resources
are different.
[0069] If the terminals and resources are not grouped, each terminal may randomly select one resource combination
from the 16 resource combinations, as the target resource. If the terminals are grouped into four groups, and four resource
combinations are allocated to each group, each terminal can select one resource combination only from the four resource
combinations, as the target resource. When terminals simultaneously performing uplink non-scheduled transmission
are evenly distributed in each group, a probability of resource collision may be effectively reduced after the terminals
and resources are grouped.
[0070] In a part 304, the terminal 120 sends data to the base station by using the target resource.
[0071] For example, when the target resource includes a time-frequency resource, the terminal 120 sends data to the
base station by using the time-frequency resource. For another example, when the target resource includes a parameter
or setting in MU-MIMO, the terminal 120 sends data to the base station based on the parameter or setting.
[0072] Correspondingly, the base station receives the data that is sent by the terminal 120 by using the target resource.
[0073] In a part 305, the base station obtains at least one of the following information: an uplink traffic volume of the
cell, a resource usage status of the cell, an uplink traffic volume corresponding to an ith group, a usage status of a
resource corresponding to the ith group, log information reported by a terminal in the ith group, or a quantity of terminals
in the ith group.
[0074] The base station obtains a related index corresponding to the cell, and/or a related index corresponding to one
or more of the N groups. The related index corresponding to the cell is used to indicate a resource sufficiency status of
the cell. A related index corresponding to the ith group of the N groups is used to indicate a resource sufficiency status
of the ith group.
[0075] As described above, the related index corresponding to the cell includes one or both of the following: the uplink

Table-1

Group Number Resource

1 (1) A1+B1, (2) A3+B1, (3) A1+B2, (4) A3+B2

2 (1) A1+B3, (2) A3+B3, (3) A1+B4, (4) A3+B4

3 (1) A2+B1, (2) A4+B1, (3) A2+B2, (4) A4+B2

4 (1) A2+B3, (2) A4+B3, (3) A2+B4, (4) A4+B4
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traffic volume of the cell or the resource usage status of the cell. For details, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details
are not described herein again.
[0076] The related index corresponding to the ith group includes one or all of the following: an uplink traffic volume
corresponding to the ith group, a usage status of the resource corresponding to the ith group, log information reported
by the terminal in the ith group, or a quantity of terminals in the ith group. The uplink traffic volume corresponding to the
ith group is a traffic volume of uplink non-scheduled transmissions of the terminal in the ith group. In this aspect of the
present disclosure, a manner of indicating the uplink traffic volume is not limited. For example, the uplink traffic volume
corresponding to the ith group may be indicated by a quantity of data packets that are sent by the terminal in the ith group
and that are received by the base station per unit time. The usage status of the resource corresponding to the ith group
may be a utilization of the resource corresponding to the ith group, that is, a utilization of a resource used by the terminal
in the ith group in uplink non-scheduled transmission. The terminal 120 is used as an example. Log information reported
by the terminal 120 may include a quantity of transmission failures of the terminal 120 in a past target time period, a
range (for example, less than five times, six to 10 times, or more than 10 times) of a quantity of transmission failures of
the terminal 120 in a past target time period, or a quantity of transmission failures of the terminal 120 in a past target
time period and a resource that is used when transmission fails. In addition, a terminal may also report, to the base
station, a group to which the terminal belongs, and the base station collects statistics about groups to which all the
terminals belong, and determines a quantity of terminals in each group. The terminal may directly report, to the base
station, the group to which the terminal belongs, or may notify, by reporting other equivalent information to the base
station, the base station of the group to which the terminal belongs. For example, when the path-loss-based grouping
manner is used, the terminal reports, to the base station, the signal quality of the downlink signal. For another example,
when the beam-based grouping manner is used, the terminal reports, to the base station, a beam that covers the terminal.
[0077] It should be noted that in actual application, not all terminals are required to possess a capability of reporting
information to the base station. In other words, the base station does not require that all the terminals in the cell possess
the capability of reporting information to the base station. For example, a type of terminal reports information to the base
station.
[0078] In addition, using the terminal 120 as an example, the base station may also determine, based on a resource
used by the terminal 120, the group to which the terminal 120 belongs. In addition, resources allocated to different groups
may be partially the same, for example, resources allocated to a group 1 include resources 1, 2, 3, and 4, resources
allocated to a group 2 include resources 3, 4, 5, and 6, and resources allocated to a group 3 include resources 1, 2, 5,
and 6. Therefore, based only on the resource used by the terminal 120, the base station cannot accurately determine
the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs. In this case, if a used grouping manner is the path-loss-based
grouping manner, the base station may more accurately determine the target group to which the terminal 120 belongs,
with reference to a signal reception power of a received uplink signal sent by the terminal 120, or a modulation and
coding scheme (Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS) used by the terminal 120.
[0079] In a part 306, based on at least one of the information, the base station adjusts the N groups or cancels grouping
of the N groups.
[0080] In an example, if the related index corresponding to the cell is less than a preset threshold, the base station
sends a grouping cancellation instruction to the terminals in the cell. The grouping cancellation instruction is used to
cancel grouping of the terminals in the cell. For example, when the base station determines to cancel grouping of the
terminals in the cell, the base station broadcasts a grouping on/off setting value to the terminals in the cell, and the on/off
setting value is "off’.
[0081] For example, the related index corresponding to the cell is the uplink traffic volume corresponding to the cell.
When the uplink traffic volume corresponding to the cell is less than a preset threshold, it indicates that a traffic volume
of uplink non-scheduled transmission is relatively small, and a probability of resource collision between the terminals in
the cell is relatively low. In this case, the base station sends the grouping cancellation instruction to the terminals in the cell.
[0082] In another example, if related indexes corresponding to the N groups are all less than first thresholds respectively
corresponding to the groups, the base station sends the grouping cancellation instruction to the terminals in the cell.
The first thresholds respectively corresponding to the groups may be the same or may be different, and the first thresholds
may be pre-specified.
[0083] For example, the related index corresponding to each group is an uplink traffic volume corresponding to each
group. When a traffic volume of uplink non-scheduled transmission in each group is less than a first traffic volume
threshold corresponding to the group, the base station sends the grouping cancellation instruction to the terminals in
the cell. For another example, the related index corresponding to each group is a quantity of terminals in each group.
When the quantity of terminals in each group is less than a first quantity threshold corresponding to the group, the base
station sends the grouping cancellation instruction to the terminals in the cell.
[0084] Processing overheads of the base station and the terminal can be reduced to some extent by canceling grouping.
For example, if the path-loss-based grouping manner is used, the base station needs to send a downlink signal to the
terminals in the cell, and the terminal needs to obtain signal quality of the downlink signal to determine the target group
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to which the terminal belongs. After grouping is canceled, the base station and the terminal do not need to perform the
foregoing operations. Therefore, processing overheads of the base station and the terminal are reduced.
[0085] In still another example, if the related index corresponding to the ith group is greater than a second threshold,
the base station controls the quantity of terminals in the ith group to decrease, and/or controls the resource corresponding
to the ith group to increase. Second thresholds respectively corresponding to the groups may be the same or may be
different, and the second thresholds may be pre-specified.
[0086] For example, the related index corresponding to the ith group is a utilization of the resource corresponding to
the ith group. When the utilization of the resource corresponding to the ith group is greater than a second utilization
threshold, the base station controls the quantity of terminals in the ith group to decrease, and/or controls the resource
corresponding to the ith group to increase. For example, when the beam-based grouping manner is used, the base
station may reduce the quantity of terminals in the ith group by adjusting a beam direction or a beam width. Alternatively,
the base station may allocate more resources to the ith group. For another example, the related index corresponding to
the ith group is the quantity of terminals in the ith group. When the quantity of terminals in the ith group is greater than a
second quantity threshold, the base station controls the quantity of terminals in the ith group to decrease, and/or controls
the resource corresponding to the ith group to increase.
[0087] When the related index corresponding to the ith group is greater than the second threshold, the base station
controls the quantity of terminals in the ith group to decrease, and/or controls the resource corresponding to the ith group
to increase. In this way, a quantity of terminals contending for a resource is reduced, and a probability of resource
collision is reduced.
[0088] Certainly, in another example, if the related index corresponding to the ith group is greater than the second
threshold, the base station may also send the grouping cancellation instruction to the terminals in the cell. The grouping
cancellation instruction is used to cancel grouping of the terminals in the cell. In some grouping manners, the base
station may not be able to control, in a targeted manner, the quantity of terminals in the ith group to decrease, and a
majority of resources may have been allocated to the ith group and a terminal in another group cannot have a necessary
resource for data transmission. Therefore, when the related index corresponding to the ith group is greater than the
second threshold, the base station may also cancel grouping, so as to ensure that the terminals can normally obtain a
resource through contention.
[0089] In the foregoing manner, the base station can dynamically adjust, based on a resource usage status of each
group, terminal grouping and resource allocation, so as to implement proper utilization of resources.
[0090] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of another data transmission method according to an aspect of the present
disclosure. The method shown in FIG. 4 may be executed by a base station. For content that is the same as or similar
to that in the method shown in FIG. 2 to FIG. 3D, refer to detailed descriptions in FIG. 2 to FIG. 3D. Details are not
described herein again.
[0091] In a part 401, a base station broadcasts an initialized grouping instruction to terminals in a cell.
[0092] The initialized grouping instruction includes at least a default on/off setting value. The default on/off setting
value may be set to "on", or may be set to "off’. For example, after each restart, the base station broadcasts the default
on/off setting value to the terminals in the cell, and the on/off setting value is "on". Optionally, when broadcasting the
initialized grouping instruction, the base station may further broadcast at least one of the following parameters: a manner
parameter, a grouping parameter, or a resource parameter.
[0093] In a part 402, the base station obtains at least one type of information.
[0094] When the terminals in the cell are not grouped currently, the at least one type of information includes one or
both of the following: an uplink traffic volume of the cell or a resource usage status of the cell.
[0095] When the terminals in the cell are already grouped currently, the at least one type of information includes one
or all of the following: an uplink traffic volume of the cell, a resource usage status of the cell, an uplink traffic volume
corresponding to an ith group, a usage status of a resource corresponding to the ith group, log information reported by
a terminal in the ith group, or a quantity of terminals in the ith group.
[0096] For descriptions related to the foregoing information, refer to detailed descriptions in the method shown in FIG.
2 or FIG. 3A.
[0097] In a part 403, the base station determines whether an update period is reached. If yes, a part 404 is performed;
or if no, the part 402 is performed again.
[0098] The update period is a time period for updating the grouping instruction, for example, may be five minutes or
any other time period.
[0099] In the part 404, the base station determines, based on obtained information, whether the on/off setting value
needs to be changed. Alternatively, the base station may determine whether to change at least one of the manner
parameter, the grouping parameter, or the resource parameter. If yes, a part 405 is performed; or if no, the part 402 is
performed again.
[0100] In the part 405, the base station broadcasts an updated grouping instruction to the terminals in the cell, and
performs the part 402 again.
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[0101] When broadcasting the updated grouping instruction, the base station may further broadcast at least one of
an updated manner parameter, an updated grouping parameter, or an updated resource parameter.
[0102] To sum up, in the solution provided in this aspect of the present disclosure, the terminals in the cell managed
by the base station are grouped, totally or partially different resources are allocated to different groups, and terminals
in a same group contend for a resource allocated to the group. This mitigates a problem of resource collision that occurs
when an uplink non-scheduled transmission solution is used, thereby achieving a technical effect of reducing a probability
of resource collision during uplink non-scheduled transmission. Further, this mitigates a problem that a transmission
delay and power consumption of the terminal increase due to resource collision.
[0103] In an optional example provided based on the part 305 in FIG. 3A, manners in which the terminal reports
information to the base station include the following two manners (the "information" in this aspect may be the log
information described in the part 305 in FIG. 3A, or may be other information such as a group to which the terminal belongs):
Manner 1: The terminal sends, to the base station by using a particular resource, a preamble (preamble) in a particular
format, and adds the information to the preamble to send the information to the base station.
[0104] This manner is applicable to a scenario in which information content is relatively simple, for example, the log
information. The log information includes only a range to which a quantity of transmission failures in a past target time
period belongs.
[0105] In an example, a communications system (for example, an LTE system) that uses an air interface technology
(for example, SC-FDMA and OFDM) with a time-frequency structure is used as an example. The terminal reports, to
the base station by sending the preamble, the range to which the quantity of transmission failures in the past target time
period belongs. In the LTE system, a Zadoff-Chu sequence may be used as the preamble. A cyclic shift is a parameter
of the preamble. In the LTE system, the terminal randomly selects the cyclic shift, and then sends the preamble. The
sending may be performed only on a specified time-frequency resource. It should be noted that uplink non-scheduled
transmission does not require the terminal to send the preamble to the base station to complete random access. In this
aspect, the terminal reports, to the base station by sending the preamble, the range to which the quantity of transmission
failures in the past target time period belongs.
[0106] It is assumed that there are eight cyclic shifts for selection, and in one transmission time interval (Transmission
Time Interval, TTI), two time-frequency resources are used to send the preamble. The eight cyclic shifts are grouped
into four groups, two in each group. All the group of cyclic shifts indicate different ranges of the quantity of transmission
failures, for example, respectively indicate that the quantity of transmission failures is 0 (that is, no failure), the quantity
of transmission failures is 1, the quantity of transmission failures is 2, and the quantity of transmission failures is greater
than 2. The terminal randomly selects a cyclic shift from a corresponding group based on the quantity of transmission
failures in the past target time period, and randomly selects a time-frequency resource from two pre-specified time-
frequency resources to send the preamble to the base station. Even if two terminals send the preamble in a same TTI,
the base station can identify that there are two terminals sending the preamble, provided that at least one of a cyclic
shift of the preamble and a time-frequency resource that are used by the two terminals is different. The base station
may obtain, based on the cyclic shift of the preamble, information that the terminal expects to convey, that is, the range
to which the quantity of transmission failures in the past target time period belongs. If both the cyclic shift of the preamble
and the time-frequency resource that are used by the two terminals are the same, the base station can identify only that
there is one terminal sending the preamble. To further reduce a probability of resource collision that occurs when the
terminal sends the preamble, the terminal may be grouped. For example, a terminal in some groups can send the
preamble only in an odd-numbered TTI, while a terminal in other groups can send the preamble only in an even-numbered
TTI. In addition, the preamble does not need to be sent immediately, and may be sent after a time period.
[0107] In the foregoing manner, the terminal can report, to the base station, the quantity of transmission failures in the
past target time period, so that the base station adjusts, based on data reported by a plurality of terminals, terminal
grouping and/or resource allocation.
[0108] Manner 2: The terminal sends, in a pre-specified format, the information together with uplink data to the base
station.
[0109] For example, the terminal adds, in the pre-specified format, the information to an end of the uplink data, to send
the information to the base station. The uplink data herein is data sent by the terminal to the base station by using an
uplink non-scheduled transmission mode.
[0110] In this manner, when uplink non-scheduled transmission is successful, the information is transmitted to the
base station together with the uplink data. The terminal may determine, based on a feedback from the base station (for
example, a random access response (Random Access Response, RAR), an acknowledgement (Acknowledgement,
ACK), or a negative acknowledgement (Negative Acknowledgement, NACK) fed back by the base station), whether the
information is sent successfully. Log information is used as an example. The log information may include the quantity
of transmission failures in the past target time period. After sending the log information successfully, the terminal needs
to reset a counter used to collect statistics about a quantity of transmission failures.
[0111] In addition, reporting information to the base station by the terminal may be periodically triggered. For example,
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the terminal reports the information to the base station at a preset time interval. Alternatively, reporting information to
the base station by the terminal may be triggered by an event. To be specific, the terminal reports the information to the
base station after detecting occurrence of a target event. For example, the target event may be that the quantity of
transmission failures in the past target time period exceeds a preset threshold.
[0112] The foregoing mainly describes the solutions provided in the aspects of the present disclosure from a perspective
of interaction between the base station and the terminal. It can be understood that, to implement the foregoing functions,
the base station and the terminal include a corresponding hardware structure and/or software module for performing
each function. Units and algorithm steps in examples described with reference to the aspects disclosed in the present
disclosure can be implemented by hardware or a combination of hardware and computer software in the aspects of the
present disclosure. Whether a function is performed by hardware or computer software driving hardware depends on
particular applications and design constraints of the technical solutions. A person skilled in the art may use different
methods to implement the described functions for each particular application, but it should not be considered that the
implementation goes beyond the scope of the technical solutions in the aspects of the present disclosure.
[0113] FIG. 5 is a possible schematic structural diagram of a base station according to an aspect of the present
disclosure.
[0114] The base station 500 includes a transmitter/receiver 501 and a processor 502. The processor 502 may alter-
natively be a controller, and is denoted as a "controller/processor 502" in FIG. 5. The transmitter/receiver 501 is configured
to support information transmission and reception between the base station and the terminal in the foregoing aspects,
and support radio communication between the terminal and another terminal. The processor 502 performs various
functions for communicating with the terminal. On an uplink, an uplink signal from the terminal is received by an antenna,
demodulated (for example, a high-frequency signal is demodulated into a baseband signal) by the receiver 501, and
further processed by the processor 502 to restore service data and signaling message that are sent by the terminal. On
a downlink, service data and a signaling message are processed by the processor 502, and modulated (for example, a
baseband signal is modulated into a high-frequency signal) by the transmitter 501 to generate a downlink signal, and
the downlink signal is transmitted to the terminal by using an antenna. It should be noted that the demodulation or
modulation functions may also be completed by the processor 502. For example, the processor 502 is further configured
to perform the process 201 in FIG. 2, processes 301, 305, and 306 in FIG. 3A, processes 401 to 405 in FIG. 4, and/or
other processes in the technical solutions described in the aspects of the present disclosure.
[0115] Further, the base station 500 may further include a memory 503, and the memory 503 is configured to store
program code and data used for the base station 500. In addition, the base station may further include a communications
unit 504. The communications unit 504 is configured to support the base station in communicating with another network
entity (for example, a network device in a core network). For example, in an LTE system, the communications unit 504
may be an S1-U interface, configured to support the base station in communicating with a serving gateway (Serving
Gateway, SGW); alternatively, the communications unit 504 may be an S1-MME interface, configured to support the
base station in communicating with a mobility management entity (Mobility Management Entity, MME).
[0116] It can be understood that FIG. 5 shows only a simplified design of the base station 500. In actual application,
the base station 500 may include any quantities of transmitters, receivers, processors, controllers, memories, commu-
nications units, and the like. All base stations that can implement the aspects of the present disclosure fall within the
protection scope of the aspects of the present disclosure.
[0117] FIG. 6 is a simplified schematic diagram of a possible design structure of a terminal according to an aspect of
the present disclosure. The terminal 600 includes a transmitter 601, a receiver 602, and a processor 603. The processor
603 may alternatively be a controller, and is denoted as a "controller/processor 603" in FIG. 6. Optionally, the terminal
600 may further include a modem processor 605, and the modem processor 605 may include an encoder 606, a modulator
607, a decoder 608, and a demodulator 609.
[0118] In an example, the transmitter 601 adjusts (for example, performs digital-to-analog conversion, filtering, ampli-
fication, and up-conversion on) the output sample, and generates an uplink signal. The uplink signal is transmitted to
the base station in the foregoing aspects by using an antenna. On a downlink, an antenna receives a downlink signal
transmitted by the base station in the foregoing aspects. The receiver 602 adjusts (for example, filters, amplifies, down-
converts, and digitalizes) the signal received from the antenna and provides an input sample. In the modem processor
605, the encoder 606 receives service data and a signaling message that are to be sent on an uplink, and processes
(for example, formats, encodes, and interleaves) the service data and the signaling message. The modulator 607 further
processes (for example, performs symbol mapping and modulation on) encoded service data and an encoded signaling
message, and provides an output sample. The demodulator 609 processes (for example, demodulates) the output
sample and provides symbol estimation. The decoder 608 processes (for example, de-interleaves and decodes) the
symbol estimation and provides the decoded data and the decoded signaling message that are sent to the terminal 600.
The encoder 606, the modulator 607, the demodulator 609, and the decoder 608 may be implemented by the combined
modem processor 605. These units perform processing according to a wireless access technology (for example, an
access technology used by an LTE system and other evolved systems) used by a radio access network. It should be
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noted that when the terminal 600 does not include the modem processor 605, the foregoing functions of the modem
processor 605 may be alternatively completed by the processor 603.
[0119] The processor 603 controls and manages an action of the terminal 600 and is configured to perform processing
processes implemented by the terminal 600 in the foregoing aspects of the present disclosure. For example, the processor
603 is further configured to perform processes 202 to 204 in FIG. 2, processes 302 to 304 in FIG. 3, and/or other
processes in the technical solutions described in this application.
[0120] Further, the base station 600 may further include a memory 604, and the memory 604 is configured to store
program code and data used for the terminal 600.
[0121] The processor configured to perform functions of the foregoing base station or terminal in the aspects of the
present disclosure may be a central processing unit (Central Processing Unit, CPU), a general-purpose processor, a
digital signal processor (Digital Signal Processor, DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (Application-Specific
Integrated Circuit, ASIC), a field programmable gate array (Field Programmable Gate Array, FPGA) or another program-
mable logic device, a transistor logic device, a hardware component, or any combination thereof. The processor can
implement or execute various logical blocks, modules, and circuits that are described as examples with reference to the
content disclosed in the aspects of the present disclosure. Alternatively, the processor may be a combination implementing
a computing function, for example, a combination that includes one or more microprocessors, or a combination of a DSP
and a microprocessor.
[0122] Method or algorithm steps described with reference to the content disclosed in the aspects of the present
disclosure may be implemented by using hardware, or may be implemented by a processor by executing a software
instruction. The software instruction may include a corresponding software module. The software module may be stored
in a random access memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), a flash memory, a read-only memory (Read Only Memory,
ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (Erasable Programmable ROM, EPROM), an electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (Electrically EPROM, EEPROM), a register, a hard disk, a removable hard disk, a
compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), or a storage medium in any other form that is well known in the art. A
storage medium used as an example is coupled to the processor, so that the processor can read information from the
storage medium, and can write information into the storage medium. Certainly, the storage medium may be a constituent
part of the processor. The processor and the storage medium may be located in an ASIC. In addition, the ASIC may be
located in a base station or a terminal. Certainly, the processor and the storage medium may exist in the base station
or the terminal as discrete components.
[0123] A person skilled in the art should be aware that in one or more of the foregoing examples, the functions described
in the aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented by using hardware, software, firmware, or any combination
thereof. When the functions are implemented by software, these functions may be stored in a computer-readable medium
or transmitted as one or more instructions or code in the computer-readable medium. The computer-readable medium
includes a computer storage medium and a communications medium, where the communications medium includes any
medium that facilitates transmission of a computer program from one place to another. The storage medium may be
any available medium accessible to a general-purpose or special-purpose computer.
[0124] In the foregoing specific implementations, the objectives, technical solutions, and beneficial effects of the
present disclosure are described in more detail. It should be understood that the foregoing descriptions are merely
specific implementations of the aspects of the present disclosure, but are not intended to limit the protection scope of
the aspects of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A data transmission method, wherein the method comprises:

sending, by a base station, a grouping instruction to a target terminal, wherein the grouping instruction is used
to group, in a preset grouping manner, terminals in a cell in which the target terminal is located into N groups,
totally or partially different resources are allocated to terminals in different groups of the N groups, a resource
corresponding to an ith group of the N groups is used by a terminal in the ith group in uplink non-scheduled
transmission, N is an integer greater than 1, and i is a positive integer less than or equal to N; and
receiving, by the base station, data that is sent by the target terminal by using a target resource, wherein the
target resource is a resource corresponding to a target group to which the target terminal belongs;
wherein the preset grouping manner comprises a beam-based grouping manner, and the method further com-
prises:
transmitting, by the base station, a plurality of beams in the cell in which the target terminal is located, wherein
the base station uses the plurality of beams to transmit multiple discovery signals, in order to allow the target
terminal to determine, based on a reception status of the discovery signals, the target group to which the target
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terminal belongs, wherein different beams transmit different discovery signals.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the sending, by a base station, a grouping instruction to a target
terminal, the method further comprises:
determining, by the base station, that the terminals in the cell need to be grouped.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein after the receiving, by the base station, data that is sent by the target
terminal by using a target resource, the method further comprises:

obtaining, by the base station, at least one of the following information: an uplink traffic volume of the cell, a
resource usage status of the cell, an uplink traffic volume corresponding to the ith group, a usage status of the
resource corresponding to the ith group, log information reported by the terminal in the ith group, or a quantity
of terminals in the ith group; and
based on at least one of the information, adjusting, by the base station, the N groups or canceling grouping of
the N groups.

4. A data transmission method, wherein the method comprises:

receiving, by a terminal, a grouping instruction from a base station, wherein the grouping instruction is used to
group, in a preset grouping manner, terminals in a cell in which the terminal is located into N groups, totally or
partially different resources are allocated to terminals in different groups of the N groups, a resource corre-
sponding to an ith group of the N groups is used by a terminal in the ith group in uplink non-scheduled transmission,
N is an integer greater than 1, and i is a positive integer less than or equal to N;
determining, by the terminal based on the preset grouping manner, a target group to which the terminal belongs;
determining, by the terminal, a target resource from a resource corresponding to the target group; and
sending, by the terminal, data to the base station by using the target resource;
wherein the preset grouping manner comprises a beam-based grouping manner, and the determining, by the
terminal based on the preset grouping manner, a target group to which the terminal belongs comprises:
determining, by the terminal based on a reception status of multiple discovery signals, the target group to which
the terminal belongs, wherein the multiple discovery signals are transmitted on a plurality of beams transmitted
by the base station in the cell in which the terminal is located, wherein different beams transmit different discovery
signals.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises:
further receiving, by the terminal from the base station, at least one of the following: a manner parameter, a grouping
parameter, or a resource parameter, wherein the manner parameter is used to indicate the preset grouping manner,
the resource parameter is used to indicate a resource corresponding to each of the N groups, and the grouping
parameter comprises when the preset grouping manner comprises the beam-based grouping manner, the grouping
parameter comprises one or both of the following: a correspondence between each of the N groups and a discovery
signal transmitted on a beam, or an index of a beam in use.

6. A base station, wherein the base station comprises a processor, a transmitter, and a receiver; and
the processor is configured to: send a grouping instruction to a target terminal by using the transmitter, wherein the
grouping instruction is used to group, in a preset grouping manner, terminals in a cell in which the target terminal
is located into N groups, totally or partially different resources are allocated to terminals in different groups of the N
groups, a resource corresponding to an ith group of the N groups is used by a terminal in the ith group in uplink non-
scheduled transmission, N is an integer greater than 1, and i is a positive integer less than or equal to N; and receive,
by using the receiver, data that is sent by the target terminal by using a target resource, wherein the target resource
is a resource corresponding to a target group to which the target terminal belongs;
wherein the preset grouping manner comprises a beam-based grouping manner, and the processor is further con-
figured to:
transmit, by using the transmitter, a plurality of beams in the cell in which the target terminal is located, wherein the
base station is configured to use the plurality of beams to transmit multiple discovery signals, in order to allow the
target terminal to determine, based on a reception status of the discovery signals, the target group to which the
target terminal belongs, wherein different beams transmit different discovery signals.

7. The base station according to claim 6, wherein the processor is further configured to:
before sending the grouping instruction to the target terminal by using the transmitter, determine that the terminals
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in the cell need to be grouped.

8. The base station according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the processor is further configured to: after receiving, by using
the receiver, the data that is sent by the target terminal by using the target resource, obtain at least one of the
following information: an uplink traffic volume of the cell, a resource usage status of the cell, an uplink traffic volume
corresponding to the ith group, a usage status of the resource corresponding to the ith group, log information reported
by the terminal in the ith group, or a quantity of terminals in the ith group; and based on at least one of the information,
adjust the N groups or cancel grouping of the N groups.

9. A terminal, wherein the terminal comprises a processor, a receiver, and a transmitter; and
the processor is configured to receive, by using the receiver, a grouping instruction from a base station, wherein
the grouping instruction is used to group, in a preset grouping manner, terminals in a cell in which the terminal is
located into N groups, totally or partially different resources are allocated to terminals in different groups of the N
groups, a resource corresponding to an ith group of the N groups is used by a terminal in the ith group in uplink non-
scheduled transmission, N is an integer greater than 1, and i is a positive integer less than or equal to N; determine,
based on the preset grouping manner, a target group to which the terminal belongs; determine a target resource
from a resource corresponding to the target group; and send, by using the transmitter, data to the base station by
using the target resource;
wherein the preset grouping manner comprises a beam-based grouping manner, and the processor is specifically
configured to determine, based on a reception status of multiple discovery signals, the target group to which the
terminal belongs, wherein the multiple discovery signals are transmitted on a plurality of beams transmitted by the
base station in the cell in which the terminal is located, wherein different beams transmit different discovery signals.

10. The terminal according to claim 9, wherein the processor is further configured to receive, from the base station by
using the receiver, at least one of the following: a manner parameter, a grouping parameter, or a resource parameter,
wherein the manner parameter is used to indicate the preset grouping manner, the resource parameter is used to
indicate a resource corresponding to each of the N groups, and the grouping parameter comprises
when the preset grouping manner comprises the beam-based grouping manner, the grouping parameter comprises
one or both of the following: a correspondence between each of the N groups and a discovery signal transmitted
on a beam, or an index of a beam in use.

Patentansprüche

1. Datenübertragungsverfahren, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes aufweist:

Senden, durch eine Basisstation, einer Gruppierungsanweisung an ein Zielendgerät, wobei die Gruppierungs-
anweisung verwendet wird zum Gruppieren, in einer voreingestellten Gruppierungsweise, von Endgeräten in
einer Zelle, in der sich das Zielendgerät befindet, in N Gruppen, wobei vollständig oder teilweise unterschiedliche
Ressourcen zu Endgeräten in unterschiedlichen Gruppen der N Gruppen zugeordnet werden, wobei eine Res-
source entsprechend einer i-ten Gruppe der N Gruppen durch ein Endgerät in der i-ten Gruppe bei nicht-
geplanter Uplink-Übertragung verwendet wird, wobei N eine ganze Zahl größer als 1 ist und i eine positive
ganze Zahl kleiner als oder gleich N ist; und
Empfangen, durch die Basisstation, von Daten, die durch das Zielendgerät unter Verwendung einer Zielres-
source gesendet werden, wobei die Zielressource eine Ressource entsprechend einer Zielgruppe ist, zu der
das Zielendgerät gehört;
wobei die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise eine strahlbasierte Gruppierungsweise aufweist und das Verfahren
ferner Folgendes aufweist:
Senden, durch die Basisstation, von mehreren Strahlen in der Zelle, in der sich das Zielendgerät befindet, wobei
die Basisstation die mehreren Strahlen verwendet, um mehrere Entdeckungssignale zu senden, um dem Zie-
lendgerät zu ermöglichen, basierend auf einem Empfangsstatus der Entdeckungssignale, die Zielgruppe zu
bestimmen, zu der das Zielendgerät gehört, wobei unterschiedliche Strahlen unterschiedliche Entdeckungssi-
gnale senden.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei vor dem Senden, durch eine Basisstation, einer Gruppierungsanweisung an ein
Zielendgerät das Verfahren ferner Folgendes aufweist:
Bestimmen, durch die Basisstation, dass die Endgeräte in der Zelle gruppiert werden müssen.
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3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei nach dem Empfangen, durch die Basisstation, von Daten, die durch das
Zielendgerät unter Verwendung einer Zielressource gesendet werden, das Verfahren ferner Folgendes aufweist:

Erhalten, durch die Basisstation, zumindest einer der folgenden Informationen: eines Uplink-Verkehrsaufkom-
mens der Zelle, eines Ressourcennutzungsstatus der Zelle, eines Uplink-Verkehrsaufkommens entsprechend
der i-ten Gruppe, eines Nutzungsstatus der Ressource entsprechend der i-ten Gruppe, Anmeldeinformationen,
gemeldet durch das Endgerät in der i-ten Gruppe, oder einer Anzahl von Endgeräten in der i-ten Gruppe; und
basierend auf zumindest einer der Informationen, Einstellen, durch die Basisstation, der N Gruppen oder Ab-
brechen der Gruppierung der N Gruppen.

4. Datenübertragungsverfahren, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes aufweist:

Empfangen, durch ein Endgerät, einer Gruppierungsanweisung von einer Basisstation, wobei die Gruppie-
rungsanweisung verwendet wird zum Gruppieren, in einer voreingestellten Gruppierungsweise, von Endgeräten
in einer Zelle, in der sich das Endgerät befindet, in N Gruppen, wobei vollständig oder teilweise unterschiedliche
Ressourcen zu Endgeräten in unterschiedlichen Gruppen der N Gruppen zugeordnet werden, wobei eine Res-
source entsprechend einer i-ten Gruppe der N Gruppen durch ein Endgerät in der i-ten Gruppe bei nicht-
geplanter Uplink-Übertragung verwendet wird, wobei N eine ganze Zahl größer als 1 ist und i eine positive
ganze Zahl kleiner als oder gleich N ist;
Bestimmen, durch das Endgerät, basierend auf der voreingestellten Gruppierungsweise, einer Zielgruppe, zu
der das Endgerät gehört;
Bestimmen, durch das Endgerät, einer Zielressource von einer Ressource entsprechend der Zielgruppe; und
Senden, durch das Endgerät, von Daten an die Basisstation unter Verwendung der Zielressource;
wobei die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise eine strahlbasierte Gruppierungsweise aufweist, und wobei das
Bestimmen, durch das Endgerät basierend auf der voreingestellten Gruppierungsweise, einer Zielgruppe, zu
der das Endgerät gehört, Folgendes aufweist:
Bestimmen, durch das Endgerät, basierend auf einem Empfangsstatus von mehreren Entdeckungssignalen,
der Zielgruppe, zu der das Endgerät gehört, wobei die mehreren Entdeckungssignale auf mehreren Strahlen
gesendet werden, die durch die Basisstation in der Zelle gesendet werden, in der sich das Endgerät befindet,
wobei unterschiedliche Strahlen unterschiedliche Entdeckungssignale senden.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Verfahren ferner Folgendes aufweist:
ferner Empfangen, durch das Endgerät von der Basisstation, von zumindest einem der Folgenden: einem Weise-
parameter, einem Gruppierungsparameter oder einem Ressourcenparameter, wobei der Weiseparameter verwen-
det wird, um die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise anzuzeigen, der Ressourcenparameter verwendet wird, um
eine Ressource entsprechend jeder der N Gruppen anzuzeigen, und der Gruppierungsparameter aufweist, wenn
die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise die strahlbasierte Gruppierungsweise aufweist, der Gruppierungsparameter
eines oder beide von Folgendem aufweist: eine Entsprechung zwischen jeder der N Gruppen und einem auf einem
Strahl gesendeten Entdeckungssignal, oder einen Index eines in Verwendung befindlichen Strahls.

6. Basisstation, wobei die Basisstation einen Prozessor, einen Sender und einen Empfänger aufweist; und
wobei der Prozessor ausgebildet ist zum: Senden einer Gruppierungsanweisung an ein Zielendgerät unter Verwen-
dung des Senders, wobei die Gruppierungsanweisung verwendet wird zum Gruppieren, in einer voreingestellten
Gruppierungsweise, von Endgeräten in einer Zelle, in der sich das Zielendgerät befindet, in N Gruppen, wobei
vollständig oder teilweise unterschiedliche Ressourcen zu Endgeräten in unterschiedlichen Gruppen der N Gruppen
zugeordnet werden, wobei eine Ressource entsprechend einer i-ten Gruppe der N Gruppen durch ein Endgerät in
der i-ten Gruppe bei nicht-geplanter Uplink-Übertragung verwendet wird, wobei N eine ganze Zahl größer als 1 ist
und i eine positive ganze Zahl kleiner als oder gleich N ist; und
Empfangen, unter Verwendung des Empfängers, von Daten, die durch das Zielendgerät unter Verwendung einer
Zielressource gesendet werden, wobei die Zielressource eine Ressource entsprechend einer Zielgruppe ist, zu der
das Zielendgerät gehört;
wobei die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise eine strahlbasierte Gruppierungsweise aufweist und der Prozessor
ferner ausgebildet ist zum:
Senden, unter Verwendung des Senders, von mehreren Strahlen in der Zelle, in der sich das Zielendgerät befindet,
wobei die Basisstation dazu ausgebildet ist, die mehreren Strahlen zu verwenden, um mehrere Entdeckungssignale
zu senden, um dem Zielendgerät zu ermöglichen, basierend auf einem Empfangsstatus der Entdeckungssignale,
die Zielgruppe zu bestimmen, zu der das Zielendgerät gehört, wobei unterschiedliche Strahlen unterschiedliche
Entdeckungssignale senden.
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7. Basisstation nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Prozessor ferner ausgebildet ist zum: vor dem Senden der Gruppierungs-
anweisung an das Zielendgerät unter Verwendung des Senders, Bestimmen, dass die Endgeräte in der Zelle grup-
piert werden müssen.

8. Basisstation nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei der Prozessor ferner ausgebildet ist zum:
nach dem Empfangen, unter Verwendung des Empfängers, der Daten, die durch das Zielendgerät unter Verwendung
der Zielressource gesendet werden, Erhalten zumindest einer der folgenden Informationen: eines Uplink-Verkehrs-
aufkommens der Zelle, eines Ressourcennutzungsstatus der Zelle, eines Uplink-Verkehrsaufkommens entspre-
chend der i-ten Gruppe, eines Nutzungsstatus der Ressource entsprechend der i-ten Gruppe, Anmeldeinformatio-
nen, gemeldet durch das Endgerät in der i-ten Gruppe, oder einer Anzahl von Endgeräten in der i-ten Gruppe; und
basierend auf zumindest einer der Informationen, Einstellen der N Gruppen oder Abbrechen des Gruppierens der
N Gruppen.

9. Endgerät, wobei das Endgerät einen Prozessor, einen Empfänger und einen Sender aufweist; und
wobei der Prozessor ausgebildet ist zum Empfangen, unter Verwendung des Empfängers, einer Gruppierungsan-
weisung von einer Basisstation, wobei die Gruppierungsanweisung verwendet wird zum Gruppieren, in einer vor-
eingestellten Gruppierungsweise, von Endgeräten in einer Zelle, in der sich das Endgerät befindet, in N Gruppen,
wobei vollständig oder teilweise unterschiedliche Ressourcen zu Endgeräten in unterschiedlichen Gruppen der N
Gruppen zugeordnet werden, wobei eine Ressource entsprechend einer i-ten Gruppe der N Gruppen durch ein
Endgerät in der i-ten Gruppe bei nicht-geplanter Uplink-Übertragung verwendet wird, wobei N eine ganze Zahl
größer als 1 ist und i eine positive ganze Zahl kleiner als oder gleich N ist; Bestimmen, basierend auf der voreinge-
stellten Gruppierungsweise, einer Zielgruppe, zu der das Endgerät gehört; Bestimmen einer Zielressource aus einer
Ressource entsprechend der Zielgruppe; und Senden, unter Verwendung des Senders, von Daten an die Basis-
station unter Verwendung der Zielressource;
wobei die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise eine strahlbasierte Gruppierungsweise aufweist und der Prozessor
speziell ausgebildet ist zum Bestimmen, basierend auf einem Empfangsstatus von mehreren Entdeckungssignalen,
der Zielgruppe, zu der das Endgerät gehört, wobei die mehreren Entdeckungssignale auf mehreren Strahlen ge-
sendet werden, die durch die Basisstation in der Zelle gesendet werden, in der sich das Endgerät befindet, wobei
unterschiedliche Strahlen unterschiedliche Entdeckungssignale senden.

10. Endgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der Prozessor ferner ausgebildet ist zum Empfangen, von der Basisstation unter
Verwendung des Empfängers, von zumindest einem der Folgenden: einem Weiseparameter, einem Gruppierungs-
parameter oder einem Ressourcenparameter, wobei der Weiseparameter verwendet wird, um die voreingestellte
Gruppierungsweise anzuzeigen, der Ressourcenparameter verwendet wird, um eine Ressource entsprechend jeder
der N Gruppen anzuzeigen, und der Gruppierungsparameter aufweist, wenn die voreingestellte Gruppierungsweise
die strahlbasierte Gruppierungsweise aufweist, der Gruppierungsparameter eines oder beide von Folgendem auf-
weist: eine Entsprechung zwischen jeder der N Gruppen und einem auf einem Strahl gesendeten Entdeckungssignal,
oder einen Index eines in Verwendung befindlichen Strahls.

Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission de données, dans lequel le procédé comprend :

l’envoi, par une station de base, d’une instruction de regroupement à un terminal cible, dans lequel l’instruction
de regroupement est utilisée pour regrouper, d’une manière de regroupement prédéfinie, des terminaux dans
une cellule dans laquelle le terminal cible est situé en N groupes, des ressources partiellement ou en totalité
différentes sont attribuées à des terminaux dans différents groupes parmi les N groupes, une ressource cor-
respondant à un ième groupe parmi les N groupes est utilisée par un terminal dans le ième groupe dans une
transmission non planifiée en liaison montante, N est un nombre entier supérieur à 1, et i est un nombre entier
positif inférieur ou égal à N ; et
la réception, par la station de base, de données qui sont envoyées par le terminal cible à l’aide d’une ressource
cible, dans lequel la ressource cible est une ressource correspondant à un groupe cible auquel le terminal cible
appartient ;
dans lequel la manière de regroupement prédéfinie comprend une manière de regroupement basée sur un
faisceau, et le procédé comprend en outre :
la transmission, par la station de base, d’une pluralité de faisceaux dans la cellule dans laquelle le terminal
cible est situé, dans lequel la station de base utilise la pluralité de faisceaux pour transmettre de multiples
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signaux de découverte, afin de permettre au terminal cible de déterminer, sur la base d’un état de réception
des signaux de découverte, le groupe cible auquel le terminal cible appartient, dans lequel différents faisceaux
transmettent différents signaux de découverte.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel avant l’envoi, par une station de base, d’une instruction de regrou-
pement à un terminal cible, le procédé comprend en outre :
la détermination, par la station de base, que les terminaux dans la cellule doivent être regroupés.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel après la réception, par la station de base, de données qui sont
envoyées par le terminal cible à l’aide d’une ressource cible, le procédé comprend en outre :

l’obtention, par la station de base, d’au moins une des informations suivantes : un volume de trafic en liaison
montante de la cellule, un état d’utilisation de ressources de la cellule, un volume de trafic en liaison montante
correspondant au ième groupe, un état d’utilisation de la ressource correspondant au ième groupe, des informa-
tions de journal rapportées par le terminal dans le ième groupe, ou une quantité de terminaux dans le ième

groupe ; et
sur la base d’au moins une des informations, régler, par la station de base, les N groupes ou annuler le regrou-
pement des N groupes.

4. Procédé de transmission de données, dans lequel le procédé comprend :

la réception, par un terminal, d’une instruction de regroupement provenant d’une station de base, dans lequel
l’instruction de regroupement est utilisée pour regrouper, d’une manière de regroupement prédéfinie, des ter-
minaux dans une cellule dans laquelle le terminal est situé en N groupes, des ressources partiellement ou en
totalité différentes sont attribuées à des terminaux dans différents groupes parmi les N groupes, une ressource
correspondant à un ième groupe parmi les N groupes est utilisée par un terminal dans le ième groupe dans une
transmission non planifiée en liaison montante, N est un nombre entier supérieur à 1, et i est un nombre entier
positif inférieur ou égal à N ;
la détermination, par le terminal sur la base de la manière de regroupement prédéfinie, d’un groupe cible auquel
le terminal appartient ;
la détermination, par le terminal, d’une ressource cible provenant d’une ressource correspondant au groupe
cible ; et
l’envoi, par le terminal, de données à la station de base à l’aide de la ressource cible ;
dans lequel la manière de regroupement prédéfinie comprend une manière de regroupement basée sur un
faisceau, et la détermination, par le terminal sur la base de la manière de regroupement prédéfinie, d’un groupe
cible auquel le terminal appartient comprend :
la détermination, par le terminal sur la base d’un état de réception de multiples signaux de découverte, du
groupe cible auquel le terminal appartient, dans lequel les multiples signaux de découverte sont transmis sur
une pluralité de faisceaux transmis par la station de base dans la cellule dans laquelle le terminal est situé,
dans lequel différents faisceaux transmettent différents signaux de découverte.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le procédé comprend en outre :
la réception supplémentaire, par le terminal en provenance de la station de base, d’au moins un paramètre suivant :
un paramètre de manière, un paramètre de regroupement ou un paramètre de ressources, dans lequel le paramètre
de manière est utilisé pour indiquer la manière de regroupement prédéfinie, le paramètre de ressources est utilisé
pour indiquer une ressource correspondant à chacun des N groupes, et le paramètre de regroupement comprend,
lorsque la manière de regroupement prédéfinie comprend la manière de regroupement basée sur un faisceau, le
paramètre de regroupement comprend un ou les deux éléments suivants :
une correspondance entre chacun des N groupes et un signal de découverte transmis sur un faisceau, ou un indice
d’un faisceau en cours d’utilisation.

6. Station de base, dans lequel la station de base comprend un processeur, un émetteur et un récepteur ; et
le processeur est configuré pour : envoyer une instruction de regroupement à un terminal cible à l’aide de l’émetteur,
dans lequel l’instruction de regroupement est utilisée pour regrouper, d’une manière de regroupement prédéfinie,
des terminaux dans une cellule dans laquelle le terminal cible est situé en N groupes, des ressources partiellement
ou en totalité différentes sont attribuées à des terminaux dans différents groupes parmi les N groupes, une ressource
correspondant à un ième groupe parmi les N groupes est utilisée par un terminal dans le ième groupe dans une
transmission non planifiée en liaison montante, N est un nombre entier supérieur à 1, et i est un nombre entier positif
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inférieur ou égal à N ; et recevoir, à l’aide du récepteur, des données qui sont envoyées par le terminal cible à l’aide
d’une ressource cible, dans lequel la ressource cible est une ressource correspondant à un groupe cible auquel le
terminal cible appartient ;
dans lequel la manière de regroupement prédéfinie comprend une manière de regroupement basée sur un faisceau,
et le processeur est configuré en outre pour :
transmettre, à l’aide de l’émetteur, une pluralité de faisceaux dans la cellule dans laquelle le terminal cible est situé,
dans lequel la station de base est configurée pour utiliser la pluralité de faisceaux pour transmettre de multiples
signaux de découverte, afin de permettre au terminal cible de déterminer, sur la base d’un état de réception des
signaux de découverte, le groupe cible auquel le terminal cible appartient, dans lequel différents faisceaux trans-
mettent différents signaux de découverte.

7. Station de base selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le processeur est configuré en outre pour :
avant l’envoi de l’instruction de regroupement au terminal cible à l’aide de l’émetteur, déterminer que les terminaux
dans la cellule doivent être regroupés.

8. Station de base selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel le processeur est configuré en outre pour : après la
réception, à l’aide du récepteur, des données qui sont envoyées par le terminal cible à l’aide de la ressource cible,
obtenir au moins une des informations suivantes : un volume de trafic en liaison montante de la cellule, un état
d’utilisation de ressources de la cellule, un volume de trafic en liaison montante correspondant au ième groupe, un
état d’utilisation de la ressource correspondant au ième groupe, des informations de journal rapportées par le terminal
dans le ième groupe, une quantité de terminaux dans le ième groupe ; et sur la base d’au moins une des informations,
régler les N groupes ou annuler le regroupement des N groupes.

9. Terminal, dans lequel le terminal comprend un processeur, un récepteur et un émetteur ; et
le processeur est configuré pour recevoir, à l’aide du récepteur, une instruction de regroupement provenant d’une
station de base, dans lequel l’instruction de regroupement est utilisée pour regrouper, d’une manière de regroupe-
ment prédéfinie, des terminaux dans une cellule dans laquelle le terminal est situé en N groupes, des ressources
partiellement ou en totalité différentes sont attribuées à des terminaux dans différents groupes parmi les N groupes,
une ressource correspondant à un ième groupe parmi les N groupes est utilisée par un terminal dans le ième groupe
dans une transmission non planifiée en liaison montante, N est un nombre entier supérieur à 1, et i est un nombre
entier positif inférieur ou égal à N ; déterminer, sur la base de la manière de regroupement prédéfinie, un groupe
cible auquel le terminal appartient ; déterminer une ressource cible à partir d’une ressource correspondant au groupe
cible ; et envoyer, à l’aide de l’émetteur, des données à la station de base à l’aide de la ressource cible ;
dans lequel la manière de regroupement prédéfinie comprend une manière de regroupement basée sur un faisceau,
et le processeur est configuré spécifiquement pour déterminer, sur la base d’un état de réception de multiples
signaux de découverte, le groupe cible auquel le terminal appartient, dans lequel les multiples signaux de découverte
sont transmis sur une pluralité de faisceaux transmis par la station de base dans la cellule dans laquelle le terminal
est situé, dans lequel différents faisceaux transmettent différents signaux de découverte.

10. Terminal selon la revendication 9, dans lequel le processeur est configuré en outre pour recevoir, à partir de la
station de base à l’aide du récepteur, au moins un paramètre suivant : un paramètre de manière, un paramètre de
regroupement ou un paramètre de ressources, dans lequel le paramètre de manière est utilisé pour indiquer la
manière de regroupement prédéfinie, le paramètre de ressources est utilisé pour indiquer une ressource corres-
pondant à chacun des N groupes, et le paramètre de regroupement comprend, lorsque la manière de regroupement
prédéfinie comprend la manière de regroupement basée sur un faisceau, le paramètre de regroupement comprend
un ou les deux éléments suivants : une correspondance entre chacun des N groupes et un signal de découverte
transmis sur un faisceau, ou un indice d’un faisceau en cours d’utilisation.
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